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Exploring music through stories 

The silence engendered when listening to music, a still coming-together and sense of unity-in-beauty, is more necessary 
today than it has ever been. The concert hall is a place of meaning and community, a world detached from the everyday, 
a beacon of the ultimate and sublime things which still unite humanity, a public home for all the things which still serve 
to bind strangers closely and necessarily together. 

Music and its hinterland encompasses listening and composing, reading and discussion, dancing, performing, looking 
and drawing; it demands our precious attention, our intellect, and our emotions; but it’s available in all its generosity to 
everyone with an open mind and an open heart. 

In this booklet and in its associated project, we seek to help young people and their teachers find a way into music 
through listening, through composing, through art and narrative — to bind children together with ideas and release in 
them creativity and expression. 

If we’re dealing with the timeless and the good, and we accept that story-telling brings humanity together in the co-
operative action which sets us apart as a species, then myth and folk-tales, ancient and merely old, are a perfect place to 
start. 

This booklet starts with Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf, and the 1919 suite from Stravinsky’s ballet The Firebird (pages 6 to 
11). These brilliant works synthesise music, art, and narrative. They are masterpieces of musical communication, of 
teaching, too. 

We then show how other myths and folk-tales — many, but not all, with a Russian slant — might be used as a stimulus 
for composition. We introduce simple techniques which can be used to help children start to build both confidence and 
compositional technique. We take the fable of the snow-maiden, Snegurochka (page 12), and demonstrate how it might 
be used to inspire musical genesis. We talk about adapting stories for the use of children (page 14), about musical 
elements (page 15), about rhythm and melody (pages 16 and 17), about soundscapes, song-writing, and graphic scores 
(pages 18 to 21). Such work should cross the curriculum, and on pages 22 and 23 we suggest how painting to music 
might be a class activity. The remainder of the booklet introduces six stories which we propose as the basis of exploring 
music through stories. 

Our project will end with an concert in the Ruddock concert hall at King Edward’s. In its first half, six schools will 
perform their compositions to each other, linked by singing. The canon we will sing together to link the performances is 
printed on page 5. It fulfils many of the aims of the National Curriculum in music, which we reproduce on page 4. The 
second half will be performances of Peter and the Wolf and The Firebird, by the unique symphony orchestra shared by King 
Edward’s School and King Edward VI High School for Girls. 

The materials here are aimed at Year 5, but some are suitable for much-younger children. All of it is available online at: 

www.kingedwardsmusic.com/peter-and-the-wolf 

Where you can find much more besides. 

We hope that work inspired by this booklet will give children an introduction to the wonderful possibilities of the arts 
and of music. When your pupils create great things using it, we ask only that you share their achievements with us. You 
can find our contact details at the end of this booklet. 

Keith Farr 
Martin Leigh 
James Mayhew 

KES/KEHS Symphony Orchestra at Symphony Hall, Birmingham (credit: David Ash) 
Cover illustrations by James Mayhew  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MUSIC IN SCHOOLS 
Music is a universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. A high-quality music education 
should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of music and their talent as musicians, and so increase their self-
confidence, creativity and sense of achievement. As pupils progress, they should develop a critical engagement with 
music, allowing them to compose, and to listen with discrimination to the best in the musical canon.  

Early Years  
Exploring and using media and materials  
Children sing songs, make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them.  

Being imaginative  
Children use what they have learnt about media and materials in original ways, thinking about uses and purposes. They 
represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through music.  

Aims  
The national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils:  

- perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, 
including the works of the great composers and musicians  

- learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on their own and with others, have the 
opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to 
the next level of musical excellence  

- understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the interrelated 
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notations  

Attainment targets  
By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the matters, skills and processes 
specified in the relevant programme of study.  

Key stage 1  
Pupils should be taught to:  

- use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes  
- play tuned and untuned instruments musically  
- listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music  
- experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the interrelated dimensions of music  

Key stage 2  
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop an 
understanding of musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas within musical structures and reproducing 
sounds from aural memory.  

Pupils should be taught to:  
- play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with in- 

creasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression  
- improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the interrelated dimensions of music  
- listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory  
- use and understand staff and other musical notations  
- appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions 

and from great composers and musicians  
- develop an understanding of the history of music  

National Curriculum in England, 2013  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OUR CANON 

Here is a short round to link the stories together. Each subsequent voice comes in at a four-bar interval (the starting 
points marked ①, ②, and ③ on the score) 
And watch out, the chorus is in Russian! 

In the Cyrillic alphabet, ‘Magiya’ is spelt магия and means ‘magic’; ‘dav-nym dav-no’ is spelt давным давно and means 
'a long time ago’. 
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PETER AND THE WOLF 

In this brilliant story, by the the composer Serge Prokofiev, each character is played by an instrument so we can hear and 
identify the different sounds made by an orchestra. The bird is represented by a flute, the duck by an oboe, the cat by a 
clarinet, grandfather by a bassoon, the wolf by three horns, Peter by the string quartet, and the shooting of the hunters 
by the kettle drums and bass drum. 

While his Grandfather is snoozing, Peter goes off to play in the big green meadow beyond the safety of his garden. He 
soon makes friends with a bird, a duck, and then with a cat. But the cat is more interested in trying to eat the two birds! 

Soon Grandfather appears. He is angry that Peter has gone out on his own. Peter has been told not to, for there are 
wolves beyond the meadow in the forest. But boys like Peter are not afraid of wolves! Nevertheless, Grandfather takes 
Peter home. 

As it happens, a big grey wolf does come out of the forest, and chases and eats the duck. The cat and the bird manage to 
escape to the safety of the tree, and the wolf watches them, greedily. Peter sees all of this and comes to their rescue, 
hurrying from the house along the top of a high garden wall. He uses a branch to climb the tree and lassos the wolf by 
the tail. 

Hunters who were chasing the wolf then appear and take the beast off to the zoo — to the surprise of Grandfather! 

Illustration by James Mayhew  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The high-pitched twittering of the bird is perfectly represented by the flute: 

The inattentive duck by the oboe: 

The cat’s cunning and effortless style by the clarinet: 

The grandfather’s age and wisdom by the venerable and avuncular bassoon: 

There are three horns playing the three snarling wolves: 
 

The strings play Peter: 
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THE FIREBIRD 

Prince Ivan is on a quest to find the legendary Firebird, at the request of his father. His travels lead him to the enchanted 
garden of the wizard, Kaschei. There he sees the magical bird feeding on golden apples. He attempts to capture her, but 
she begs to be set free in return for a golden feather. Ivan agrees, and keeps the feather in his hat.  

Before he can leave Kaschei’s realm, he sees 13 captive princesses. One of them is the beautiful Helena, Princess of 
Inexhaustible Loveliness. She tells him that he is in great danger: should the wizard find him, he would turn Ivan to 
stone!  

Ivan is already in love with the princess and determined to rescue the her; but the wizard and his servants capture Ivan, 
and tie him up. The wizard Kaschei attempts to cast a spell, but Ivan uses the golden feather to summon the Firebird. 
The Firebird enchants everyone with a song, which sends all but Ivan into a deep sleep. She then guides Ivan to a golden 
apple tree, where, in the roots, is hidden the egg containing the wizard’s magic.  

Ivan smashes the egg, and Kaschei’s evil kingdom is destroyed. Thanks to the Firebird, the wizard is vanquished, and 
Ivan and the Princess return to his kingdom to live happily in splendour! 

Illustration by James Mayhew  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THE SNOW-MAIDEN 

This is an old Russian folk tale about the end of cold Winter and the coming of warm Spring. 

THE STORY 
 
Father Winter and Mother Spring have a child, the Snow-maiden. They keep her hidden in the snowy forest … yet she 
longs to live with humans, because she has heard their music and watched them playing. Eventually, one Springtime, her 
parents allow her to live with an old childless couple, who are overjoyed to have a daughter at last. But she doesn’t quite 
fit in! Although she is beautiful, and 16 years old, she has never been kissed. When she tries to find love, first with Lel, a 
shepherd, then with Mizgir, a merchant, she realises her heart is frozen.  

Meanwhile, as long as the Snow-maiden stays with the old couple, the sun refuses to shine, and the land is cold and 
dark. Nothing will grow and it feels as if Winter will never end. 

The months pass, and at a Midsummer festival there are dances and music to try to bring the sun back into the sky. Still 
the Snow-maiden is sad. Everyone has someone to love except her. So she asks her mother, Spring, to help. 

Mother Spring gives her the gift of love, but warns her to take care. The Snow-maiden takes no heed and kisses Mizgir, 
the merchant … her heart warms … and she melts completely away. 

At last the sun returns to the sky, and Summer begins. 

MUSIC 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov wrote an opera about the story. An opera is a play set to music, a little bit like a musical.  

The Midsummer festival has a famous dance, The Dance of the Tumblers (a kind of Russian clown): 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9GK7qtVsJg 

Illustration by Boris Zvyorkin  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USING STORIES TO INSPIRE CHILDREN’S COMPOSITIONS 

STAGE 1 — the story 

There are many different versions of every folk tale. We have received a treasury of legends, myths, and stories, handed 
down from generation to generation. Until very recently, this has been an oral tradition, meaning that the stories evolve 
and change according to the circumstances of each re-telling. If we are ourselves re-telling the story in music, there is no 
reason why we should not draw on the many versions of each story and change them, putting them into a format which 
is easy to explore in music. 

YOUR STORY 
 
First, explore various versions of your chosen story and then adapt it to fit the needs and the age group of your children.  
Here is an adaption of the The Snow-maiden which might be suitable for Year 5. 

A childless couple dream of having a child and make an ice daughter in the forest.  
Father Winter and Mother Spring decide to make their dream come true and give life to their statue.  
Snegurochka, the snow-maiden, is happy in the forest and plays with the forest creatures each day.  
She watches from her window as the humans go to a celebration and sees Misgir, the merchant, and his fiancée Coupava. 
She persuades her parents to let her go to the celebrations but is warned by Father Winter not to fall in love.  
The snow-maiden meets Lel, the shepherd, but she runs away.  
Lel comes to her cottage and plays the flute for her. He persuades Snegurochka to come and dance.  
She falls in love and melts away.  

This is different from the first version you read in this booklet, and shows how, although details might change, the 
meaning and beauty of the story is still strong. 

THE CHARACTERS 
 
Next, list the key characters in the story. In our version of The Snow-maiden there are six: 

1. Father Winter  
2. Mother Spring  
3. Snegurochka, the snow-maiden 
4. An old couple  
5. Misgir & Coupava  
6. Lel  

REFERENCE 

An excellent on-line source of children’s versions of folk tales is: 

http://myths.e2bn.org/mythsandlegends/origins2648-the-snow-maiden.html 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THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC 
You can talk about music using the the so-called elements: 

Pitch 
high or low 

Duration 
 long or short 

Timbre or Tone Colour  
the type of sound  

Dynamics  
loud or quiet 

Tempo 
fast or slow; speed 

Rhythm 
where the notes and silences are placed in time 

Texture 
how many sounds are used at once  

Structure 
the order in which sounds are used; a form  

(Don’t forget that music is made of sound and silence)  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STAGE 2 — Developing a Rhythmic Piece  

A way to build a piece of music is to use the rhythms of the characters’ names. The resulting rhythmic piece can be 
performed using instruments, voices or even body parts. 

The six characters we identified in The Snow-maiden were: 

Snegurochka, the snow-maiden  

Father Winter 
 

Mother Spring 

Misgir 

Coupava  

The Old Woodcutter and his Wife 

Lel  

To develop a rhythmic piece from these names, here are some things your children might try: 

- they might chant each name 
- or chant each name four times 
- they might add a regular beat on a drum; 
- chant each name (or phrase) four times followed by the next name and each subsequent name 
- use a different body part of each new name (for example: shoulders, knees, then stamping feet) 
- perform as a round 
- split into smaller groups and try using instruments to play the rhythm of each name 
- explore how the names can be put together in an interesting way; this way building a musical structure, a form 

Note that we talking all the time about the musical elements. 

If you divide the children into groups you should give them all clear rules. An example of possible rules is given below. 

GLOSSARY: 
Coda is the name for a closing section in music, the last section of a given form. 
A round (a sort of canon) is a piece in which two or more voices sing exactly the same melody with each voice 
beginning at different times. 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Exemplary rules: 

- The piece must be at a constant tempo  
- The piece should last between 45 and 60 seconds 
- There should be at least three different rhythms  
- The must be times when one person plays, two people play, three people play, all play (= a varied texture) 
- Add an interesting introduction and ending (coda) (= a structure/form) 



STAGE 3 — Developing a Melody  

There are many ways melodies can be explored. It’s effective to ask the children to work in pairs or small groups and 
compose two contrasting pieces. Pick for them two contrasting characters from your story: an example of this might be 
Snegurochka, the young snow-maiden, contrasting with the old woodcutter.  

First, the children could discuss various features of each character which they later will turn into music. This could 
include the characters’ physical features:  

- their size  
- their shape 
- whether they are beautiful or ugly 
- their voice 
- how they move  

Or their personal qualities: 

- are they happy or sad? 
- good or bad? 
- lonely or friendly? 
- anxious or excited? 

The other PHSE mood words will work well here. 

Then, put children into pairs and give each pair an instrument. Select for them a range of five notes (a pentatonic scale). 
You could choose one of the following five-note scales, or select a random group of five different notes: 

     DEGAB   CDEGA   DFGAC  

Ask the pairs to make up a melody (a tune) for their first character. Some children will need little encouragement: others 
will may find these questions helpful:  

To develop the children’s compositions you might then ask them: 

When a tune has been composed ask each pair to play their work in unison. If the children are working in groups add 
some rhythms or short ostinato patterns using a phrase made from the same notes. 

GLOSSARY: 
A pentatonic scale is any scale consisting of five notes. Pentatonic scales without semi-tones will work best here. 
A unison texture is where two or more voices or instruments sing the same line of music at the same time. 
An ostinato is a short musical fragment repeated many times throughout a piece or a section of a piece. 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1. what note does it start on? 
2. does the tune start by rising or descending?  
3. can you use some steps and some leaps?  
4. can you sing the song back to one another?  
5. can you draw the shape of your tune in the air or on a piece of paper?  
6. when you are happy with it what does it sound like if you repeat it four times (building an A section)  
7. can you slightly vary some of the repeats?

1. to add a second contrasting part to the tune (a B section). This should be based on the second character. 
2. to experiment by repeating the first part after the second. An A-B-A form (called a ternary form).



STAGE 4 — Creating a Soundscape  

Choose a scene from your story. Ask the children to imagine: 

- what can they hear?  
- what can they see? 
- how do they feel? 
- what mood do they want to create? 

 
Make a list of the children’s ideas. Remember to include the time of day and the weather.  
 
Divide the children into pairs or small groups and ask each group to make a sound picture of one of the ideas. They 
should use their voices and their bodies to create a picture in sound. Children might use breath sounds to mimic the 
idea of ‘a gentle breeze’, for example. 

Gather the class together, and listen to each group perform. Discuss each performance with the class using the elements 
of music. 

You might then link the ideas together into a new story, or, better still, one based on your fairy-tale. Here’s a story based 
on the snow-maiden: 

Snegurochka skips into the forest. A gentle breeze is blowing. She hears the leaves, branches, the crunch of her feet on the ground, a 
stream in the distance. She sees a number of creatures.  
It becomes dark.  
She starts to feel a little anxious and runs home. 

Using a story, you can organise the ideas into a chronological order (a form/structure). You can also introduce music 
for different characters (‘She sees a number of creatures’), played perhaps on classroom instruments. As in Prokofiev’s 
Peter and the Wolf, a different instrument or group of instruments could represent each animal. 

Record your performance, both to preserve the children’s compositions, and as a way for them to refine and further 
improve them. 

You might also use a graphic score to write down the final composition. 

GLOSSARY: 
A graphic score is a picture which represents sounds. It could be as simple as sticky notes on a board, or complicated 
and highly-detailed. 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STAGE 5 — Creating a Song  

Song writing can be very easy! 
  
START WITH THE WORDS 

- The first stage is to select a focus for the song. What small part of the story will it tell? 
- Next write a few words and phrases; chant them out loud to find their rhythms, stresses, and shapes.  
- Then join these together to make a simple verse; continue to chant them out loud and improve them. Decide 

where you are using repetition and make the ends of pairs of line rhyme: repetition and rhyme are really simple 
ways to make a verse effective and memorable. 

- Four lines are usually enough. If it helps, you can add a simple beat to help the children chant their words.  
- You may want to write some more words for a chorus. Words in a chorus are often even simpler than those in a 

verse, repeating a single line many times. Again you should find the time to rhyme. 

You might write one poem this way, or you might write several; then you can turn each into a melody.  

THEN ADD THE MUSIC 

Let’s assume that your children have written several four-line poems. Divide the children into small groups, and ask 
each group to make a song. Help them by setting clear rules. An example of the type of rules you might set can be found 
at the bottom of this page. 

Give each group a simple pentatonic scale. Here are three more you might use: 

     CDEGA   FGACD   GABDE 

Be careful that you choose notes that the children will easily be able to sing: children’s voices are most comfortable 
singing in the range from c’ to d’’ (the D above middle C to the D one octave higher). 

Ask each group to work out a melody for the first line. Remind them that good melodies use a great deal of repetition, 
both within and between lines. It’s good to make a record of the children’s work, either an audio recording, or ask them 
to represent it on paper. Audio recordings are very easy, and make it possible for the children to listen to and reflect on 
their own performances; you can also share exciting work with the whole class, school, and wider world. 

A drawing of the shape of a melody might be called a graphic score. 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Exemplary rules: 

- select just one of the class’ poem 
- chant the poem out loud 
- tap out a regular beat and chant the poem against it; try to remember the rhythm of the words 
- use this rhythm and the notes of the five-note scale you have been given to make up a tune for the first line of 

the poem. Keep it simple; if you find a good tune or bit of a tune, even if it’s very short, use it a lot  
- now make up a tune for the second line. The tune might be the same as the first line, or it might be different 
- now make a tune for the third and fourth lines. They might be the same as the first line, or they might be 

different again 
- once you’ve written a tune for the whole poem and you are happy with it, invent a simple ostinato 

accompaniment. This is a two- or three-note group repeated over and over. It can add texture to your 
performance. One of the pair can sing their tune, and the other can repeat the ostinato.



STAGE 6 — Graphic Scores 

Graphic scores are pictures which represent sounds. The idea emerged in experimental art music in the 1960s, put 
forward by composers who wanted to go beyond traditional staff notation to something freer and less prescriptive. Some 
graphic scores are very impressive, for example those by Cornelius Cardew or György Ligeti, combing the visual arts 
with music. The beauty is that anything is possible, and much of it is great fun. 

A graphic score can start from a blank piece of paper, and the agreement that you read from left to right.  
Here are a series of sounds which start quiet and become louder: 
 
 

Note that it is up to the children’s imagination to decide how quiet and how loud, and even what a purple square should 
sound like. 
 
Here is a continuous sound which starts low and gets higher: 

Here is a journey through a very odd farmyard: 
 

This type of journey can work particularly well at Early Years/KS1. Ask the children to go for a metaphorical walk. Draw 
a musical path for them to walk along. As the children come to a sound add a cartoon sketch. 

You can agree that one symbol indicates a particular sound: 

These mean, from left to right: (i) a series of short notes rising from low to high; (ii) a series of short notes falling from high to low; 
(iii) a continuous note rising from low to high; (iv) a continuous note falling from high to low; and, (v) a continuous note rising from 
low to high and then falling again. You will have noticed that it’s easier and quicker to read and understand the picture than it is to 
describe them  in words. 
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You can use these symbols in a grid, reading the first row from left to right, then the second row, and finally the third. 
You can decide how long to stay in each box, and perhaps appoint a conductor to direct the children’s performance: 

The following type of graphic scores are exciting ways to explore duration, texture, or dynamics: 
 

There are lots of materials you can explore about graphic scores on the internet. Cathy Berberian’s Stripsody, a musical 
cartoon strip, is one of the most famous examples (www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dNLAhL46xM). 
This link will help you understand how it has developed in “serious” music as well as in schools: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hy9I-lC93gE. 
Here’s some more about using graphic score in the classroom: www.teachingideas.co.uk/notation/graphic-notation. 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PAINTING TO MUSIC — a class activity (60 minutes) 

THE AIM: 

The idea is to present to the children a piece of music in a way that gives both context and makes it memorable. This 
activity can be flexible, and be used for further project work. For example, you may want to look at the history of the 
story or the composer. You can explore the geography too. The story is often from a different county to the composer. 

The general idea is to paint or create art in time to the music (ie, speedily and with concentration). The children should 
start as the music begins, and finish when it ends.  

THE APPROACH: 

To begin with, you need to introduce the project with a simple storytelling, and some appropriate images. This will not 
only give the children something to imagine when listening to the music, but provide useful reference material for their 
own work. If the story is from Russia, for example, they will need to see examples of characteristic architecture or 
costume. 

If you feel confident enough, you might even demonstrate how you would draw or paint to the children. Be prepared to 
try! Children are very forgiving and it might be fun. You can do this as the children listen to the music for the first time. 

You will need a GOOD QUALITY sound system. A lot of classical music is quite subtle. If the sound is too quiet or poor 
quality, the project is already compromised. They need really to be able to hear the music! 

After listening to the music once, you can then give the children their chance, and play the music a second time. 

It is important for the children to consider COLOUR and to encourage them to follow the flow of the music. If it’s 
gentle and calm, they should mirror that mood in their mark making. If more dramatic, they may paint or draw 
correspondingly. Music is very often described as “colourful” or “chromatic”, and all the music chosen for this project is 
full of interesting sounds and effects which suggest images, colours and stories. 

The children must paint an image that relates to this topic! And they should be quiet. They should just concentrate on 
their work for the duration. Any chatting disturbs their neighbours.  

Very often, there will be children who are not finished. This can be seen as an advantage, as they will be keen to hear the 
music once more (a third hearing), which helps them remember. If the music is short enough (around 10 minutes for 
example), there should be time, even with introducing the story, to play it three times. 

OUTCOME:  

They will have heard a piece of music two or three times, in a clear and appropriate context. The music will have 
meaning and significance now. They will have created art of which they can be proud, an image in which they have 
invested their creativity and time. This offers a direct memory of both story (literacy) and music. 

You can follow up another lesson with a reminder of the music and see who can retell the story. Which piece of the story 
belongs to which piece of music? What else can you imagine? Perhaps find other related music by the same composer or 
on the same subject. Can you find a book with the story in it? 

The children can retell the story, either from listening to the music or using their art - with is really an illustration of 
course - as a prompt. Perhaps exploring the story from another perspective works well. 

You can try storyboarding too, and maybe even make animations for the music. Collaborative art on large rolls can work 
well too. 
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THE MATERIALS: 

Time is of the essence, so easy and swift materials are best. Make sure they are ready to go, BEFORE the lesson. Cover 
tables for protection if necessary. 

NO PENCILS, RULERS or RUBBERS! 

It can be effective to try using unexpected materials, like opaque paint or oil pastel on black paper. 

We recommend the following: 

EASY LEVEL: 

Oil Pastels (NOT chalk pastels - too messy). These can be used on sugar paper or cartridge paper, black or white or 
coloured. If working on black, explain how bright colours show up best. Maybe practise on a sheet to demonstrate how 
different colours work; this can be part of your demonstration in the beginning. 

MEDIUM LEVEL: 

Watercolours on cartridge or watercolour paper. You will need watercolour sets (cleaned and ready to use) and a 
selection of medium and fine brushes. Not coarse hoghair brushes, but decent brushes that give the children some 
control.  

TOP LEVEL:  

Gouache on black paper (NB, NOT sugar paper, but back cartridge paper or card). Fine and medium brushes required. 

TIP:  
 
If funding art materials are a problem in your school, there are other things you can do. Matt emulsion match pots or 
sample pots are great, affordable paint. Sometimes hardware stores will give out-of-date paints away. You can also ask 
parents to donate unwanted samplers (which makes this environmentally friendly too). You can paint on almost any 
surface with these paints. They are thick, and you’ll need palettes and water of course. If you cant source paper, collect 
bits of card from boxes or envelopes. The paints can stain so children will need protection for their clothes. Check no 
children are allergic to paints before beginning. 
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HANSEL & GRETEL 

A famous story, originally told by the German writers, the Brothers Grimm. 

THE STORY: 

Hansel and Gretel’s parents are desperately poor. The children make brooms for their parents to sell. But Hansel and 
Gretel are easily distracted from their chores … One day, because of this, their mother gets angry. She sends them deep 
into the woods to fetch berries. When their father comes home he is worried as the children are not there. He has heard 
of a Nibble Witch who lives in the forest. Mother and Father rush off to search for them. 

Hansel and Gretel are meanwhile lost in the forest. The sandman sings them to sleep and they dream of angels.  

In the morning, they see a house of gingerbread, covered in sweets. They are so hungry that they start to eat pieces of it. 
But the house belongs to the Nibble Witch! At first the Witch is sweet and charming, but soon Hansel is in a cage, and 
Gretel is told to light the stove. Gretel pretends she doesn’t understand how to do this, and the Witch leans into the 
oven to show her. Hansel and Gretel push her in, and she is baked into a gingerbread! 

The story ends with gingerbread children coming to life and Hansel and Gretel’s mother and father finding them at last. 

THE MUSIC 

Is by a German composer called Engelbert Humperdinck. 

This is the overture, which sounds but charming and slightly scary, representing the children’s games and the dangerous 
forest. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqeI6zvP2C4 

A nineteenth-century engraving 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BABA YAGA 

This is an old Russian folk tale about a terrifying witch, who flies in a pestle and mortar and lives in a creepy house on 
chicken’s legs. 

THE STORY: 

Vasilisa lives with a wicked stepmother and step-sisters. She is sent to the witch Baba Yaga’s house for a light, when 
their oven goes out. 

On the way she meets three heroes on horses, like magical knights. One brings the rising sun, one brings the setting 
sun, and one brings night time.  

When she gets to Baba Yaga’s house, the witch says she must earn a fire by doing things for the witch. Really, Baba Yaga 
hopes Vasilisa will fail to do the chores so she has an excuse to eat her up! So, the witch deliberately gives Vasilisa 
impossible things. First, she must weave a cloth of sliver; then a cloth of gold; lastly a blue cloth of diamonds like stars.  

But Valisilsa has an enchanted doll that once belonged to her mother. Whenever she feeds the doll, it speaks. The doll 
tells her to give gifts of food to the magical heroes on horses. Valsilsa does this, and each man gives her a gift in return: 
first silver from the morning, gold from the evening, and with diamonds from night. She has all the materials she needs 
for her weaving. 

The witch is amazed that Vasilisa has completed all the tasks, and gives her the magic light she needs for her wicked 
step-family.  

Vasilisa returns home, and the magic light burns the house to the ground and her wicked step family with it. 

Vasilisa seeks a new life in the great city. There she weaves such beautiful cloth, that the Tsar asks for a shirt made of it. 
He is so impressed with her weaving, that takes her as his wife. 

MUSIC: 

This music is by a Russian composer called Modest Mussorgsky. It is part of a longer work called “Pictures at an 
Exhibition”, for piano, which was inspired by the pictures of an artist called Victor Hartmann. A French composer, 
Maurice Ravel, arranged it for orchestra. We hear the House on Chicken’s Legs stamping, and perhaps imagine Baba 
Yaga pounding through the sky in her Pestle and Mortar. At last Baba Yaga flies through the gate of a city called Kiev, 
where the bells are all ringing for the Tsar who lives there and who will one day marry the heroine of the story, Vasilisa. 

The Hut on Chickens Legs/Great Gate of Kiev: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZkoW1Ta3ew 

A design on a Russian Papier-mâché box  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PEER GYNT 

This story was written as a play by Henrik Ibsen, a Norwegian writer. He was very inspired by local folk stories about 
trolls, and this part of the story is about the king of the trolls. 

STORY 

Peer Gynt is a reckless trouble-maker. He tells terrible lies about trolls and his adventures. Everyone in his village is fed 
up with him, and certainly no girl would ever marry him. Least of all pretty Solveig (pron. Sull-vay), whom Peer admires 
from afar. In the end he decides to live high in the mountains, away from everyone. 

There he meets a beautiful woman all dressed in green. She promises to be his wife, and offers treasure too. Peer loves 
treasure, so he follows her into a cave, where he meets her father —  the king of the trolls! The king says Peer must 
become a wicked troll as well if he is to marry his daughter. Peer quite likes the idea, until he finds out that to be a troll, 
he would have to grow a hairy tail! But if he stays human, he’s likely to be eaten by the trolls. All he can do is run, as 
hundreds of trolls chase him out of the cave. 

There he is rescued by Solveig … so perhaps she likes him a little after all. 

THE MUSIC 

Edvard Grieg wrote music for the play. He was also Norwegian, and there is a lot of music for the different parts of the 
story, but the most famous is In The Hall of the Mountain King. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PC7-29kM0SA 

Illustration by Theodor Severin  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CINDERELLA 

Lots of composers have used the story of Cinderella in their music, and the story is told all over the world. 

THE STORY 
 
Cinderella lives with her two horrid step-sisters and step-mother. They expect Cinderella to do all the work, and make 
her sleep in the cinders of the fireplace.  

When they are invited to the Prince’s ball, Cinderella is left behind to do all the chores. But her fairy godmother appears 
and says she will help her go to the ball using magic - as long as she is home by midnight, when the spell stops working.  

Cinderella is the most beautiful girl at the ball and dances with the prince. But when midnight strikes, she runs away, 
losing a slipper. 

The prince has fallen in love this mysterious girl, and searches until he finds the foot that fits the slipper - Cinderella’s of 
course! 

THE MUSIC 

The Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev wrote a ballet of the story. In his story, Cinderella arrives at the ball, after being 
escorted by dancing stars! 

Here is the waltz from the ball scene, ending with the clock striking midnight: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWSXEWynwWo 

A painting attributed to the nineteenth-century English School  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THE SNOW-MAIDEN 

This is an old Russian folk tale about the end of cold Winter and the coming of warm Spring. 

THE STORY 
 
Father Winter and Mother Spring have a child, the Snow-maiden. They keep her hidden in the snowy forest… yet she 
longs to live with humans, because she has heard their music and watched them playing. Eventually, one Springtime, her 
parents allow her to live with an old childless couple, who are overjoyed to have a daughter at last. But, as the Snow-
maiden stays with them, the sun refuses to shine, and the land is cold and dark. Nothing will grow, it’s as if Winter 
never ended. 

But she doesn’t quite fit in! Although she is beautiful, and 16 years old, she has never been kissed. When she tries to 
find love, first with Lel, a shepherd, then with Mizgir, a merchant, she realises her heart is frozen. So she asks her 
mother, Spring, to help her. Mother Spring gives her the gift of love, but warns her to take care. 

The months pass, and at a Midsummer festival there are dances and music to try to bring the sun back into the sky. Still 
the Snow-maiden is sad. Everyone has someone to love except her.  

But then she falls for Mizgir the merchant … kisses him … her heart warms … and she melts away. 

At last the sun returns to the sky, and Summer begins. 

MUSIC 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov wrote an opera about the story. An opera is a play set to music, a little bit like a musical.  

The Midsummer festival has a famous dance, The Dance of the Tumblers (a kind of Russian clown): 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9GK7qtVsJg 

Illustration by Victor Vasnetsov  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SADKO 

This is a famous Russian Legend about a medieval minstrel who travels to the bottom of the sea. 

THE STORY 

Sadko is handsome young hero from the city of Novgorod in Russia. He loves to sing and play music with a little harp-
like instrument, (called a Gusli). He has become wealthy from his music, and now owns a fine ship on which he wishes 
to sail the world. 

When journeying across the sea, his ship is becalmed.  There is no wind, the sea is still. The other sailors think Sadko is 
jinxed, and throw him into the sea. He slowly sinks down, deeper and deeper, to the realm of the Sea King, who 
demands Sadko play some music for him. Sadko obliges, and the Sea King is so delighted, he offers him his daughter’s 
hand in marriage. She is the beautiful mermaid Volkova. 

Sadko plays a wedding dance, and all the creatures at the Sea Kings court dance — fish, octopus, whale… they all move 
with ever increasing abandon, creating a terrible storm up on the surface. Sadko realises his ship is in danger of sinking. 
So he smashes his little harp, and the sea becomes calm once more, as he returns to the surface. 

The story ends with Volkova, who is so sad to see Sadko leave, that she turns herself into a river that flows all the way 
from Novgorod, to the sea, so she can always be near Sadko. 

THE MUSIC 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov was once a sailor himself, and often wrote music inspired by the sea. He wrote a “musical 
picture” called Sadko, which clearly describes the calm sea, Sadko floating down to the Sea King’s domain, and the 
musical storm. Fishy finny sounds and rolling waves are wonderfully depicted in this thrilling work: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ITGm8m0TeI 

Illustration by Ilya Repin  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